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A wireless communications system in which real-time data 
and burst data can be mixedly transmitted, and a transmis 
sion band can be dynamically assigned according to a state 
of data transmission. A master station has a scheduler for 
determining a transmission band assignment including 
information about the transmission timing of the data, a 
transmission amount, and a state that is allowed to access. 
The scheduler regularly carries out scheduling and optimizes 
the transmission band to be assigned dynamically according 
to the communication type of the data and a state of data 
transmission. The master station gives a transmission band 
assignment which is determined by the scheduler to each 
slave station. A transmitting station executes data transmis 
sion (access) to a receiving station based on the given trans 
mission band assignment. The receiving station gives infor 
mation about a state of data receiving to the master station, 
where the scheduler reflects this on scheduling. 
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WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
WITH DYNAMIC TRANSMISSION BAND 

ASSIGNMENT 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This is a divisional of U.S. application Ser. No. 09/722, 
593, filed on Nov. 28, 2000 and issued as U.S. Pat. No. 
6,940,831. More than one reissue application has been filed 
for U.S. Pat. No. 7,012,902. The present application is a 
reissue application of U.S. Pat. No. 7,012,902, which issued 
on Mar 14, 2006, from application Ser: No. 1 1/140,988, 
which is a divisional of application Ser: No. 09/722,593, 
filed on Nov. 28, 2000, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,940,831. A fur 
ther reissue application of U.S. Pat. No. 7,012,902 has been 
filed. This further reissue application is application Ser: No. 
12/048,632, which is a divisional reissue of application Ser: 
No. 12/047,092. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to wireless communications 
systems and, more specifically, to a system for data commu 
nications among a plurality of terminals which are con 
nected to one another through a wireless network, and a 
method used there in for Scheduling (method for assigning a 
transmission band for data transmission for each communi 
cations link), dividing a data packet, and carrying out 
re-transmission when an error occurs. 

2. Description of the Background Art 
There have been various systems for data communications 

among personal computers (hereinafter, PCs) or between 
PCs and a host computer connected to one another through a 
network. A wired network such as Ethernet of IEEE 802.3 
and Token-Ring of IEEE 802.5 have been part of the main 
stream of such a network. With the advent of portable PC 
terminals which do not require any wiring, however, Such a 
wired network is gradually shifting to a wireless network. 
The CMSA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access) method, 

which is one of the conventional access techniques using a 
wireless network, will now be briefly described with refer 
ence to FIG. 21. 

In FIG. 21, PCs 501 to 504 are connected to wireless 
access devices 505 to 508, respectively. The wireless access 
devices 505 to 508 are connected to one another through a 
wireless network. Here, a case is described where data is 
transmitted from the PC 501 to the PC 502, and then, after a 
short while, other data is transmitted from the PC 503 to PC 
SO4. 

When receiving a data transmission request from the PC 
501, the wireless access device 505 measures received field 
intensity through a receiving operation so as to check 
whether or not any other wireless access device is in com 
munication. If not, the wireless access device 505 sequen 
tially transmits the data that is provided by the PC 501 to the 
wireless access device 506. The wireless access device 506 
transfers the data that is received from the wireless access 
device 505 to the PC 502. 

When receiving a data transmission request from the PC 
503 shortly after the wireless device 505 receives the above 
mentioned request from the PC 501, the wireless access 
device 507 similarly measures received field intensity 
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2 
through the receiving operation so as to check whether or not 
any other wireless access device is in communication. At this 
time, the wireless access device 505 is still carrying out data 
transmission. Therefore, the wireless access device 507 
waits until this data transmission ends. Then, after this data 
transmission ends, the wireless access device 507 sequen 
tially transmits the data that is provided by the PC 503 to the 
wireless access device 508. The wireless access device 508 
transfers the data that is received from the wireless access 
device 507 to the PC 504. 

However, in conventional wireless communications sys 
tems using the CSMA method, if the plurality of PCs each 
send a transmission request simultaneously, the wireless 
access devices try to start transmission, leading to transmis 
sion collisions on the wireless network. This is because the 
wireless access devices can only check whether transmission 
is actually being made at the time of measuring field inten 
sity. In other words, the wireless access devices cannot 
detect transmission that will be made in future. Moreover, 
the wireless access devices are not capable of detecting 
collision, and therefore, the wireless access devices may 
erroneously determine that transmission has succeeded even 
though transmission has not succeeded due to collision. 
Such collision will occur more frequently as the number of 
wireless access devices or the number of transmissions that 
are tried by the wireless access devices increases. 
To get around the above problem, time-division transmis 

sion methods such as TDM and TDMA can be applied so as 
to avoid transmission collisions on the wireless network 
when a plurality of wireless access devices each send a data 
transmission request simultaneously. In such time-division 
methods, a transmission band is previously divided into sev 
eral bands, and a divided band is assigned for each data 
transmission request. Thus, each wireless access device can 
make data transmission by using each specific transmission 
band, and transmission collisions can be prevented on the 
wireless network. 

In the near future, a network such as LAN will be intro 
duced to households. For such a household network, a wire 
less network is desirable because wiring is not required and 
devices which are connected to the network can be easily 
moved. With such a network, digital video data will mostly 
be used as transmission contents. However, Such digital 
Video data is generally large in Volume, and requires high 
speed for transmission. Moreover, for the transmission of 
digital video data from a set-top box or video player to a 
television set, a real-time transmission is required. 

In the above-described conventional wireless communica 
tions system using the CSMA method, however, transmis 
sion efficiency is low because transmission collisions on the 
wireless network should be avoided. Therefore, it is difficult 
to achieve real-time, high-capacity, high-speed transmission 
of digital video data. 

Furthermore, in the conventional time-division wireless 
communications system, a transmission band is fixedly 
assigned to each generated data transmission request. 
Therefore, when a state of data transmission is changed, the 
transmission band cannot be changed until the data transmis 
sion ends. One example of wireless communications sys 
tems where a transmission band is fixedly assigned is dis 
closed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. 
11-252663 (1999-252663). Therefore, in the conventional 
wireless communications system, real-time data transmis 
sion may be impaired. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Therefore, an object of the present invention is to provide 
a wireless communications system in which real-time data 
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that is typified by moving-picture data and burst data that is 
typified by control data can both be transmitted, and a trans 
mission band can be dynamically assigned according to a 
state of data transmission. 
The present invention has the following features to 

achieve the stated object. 
The present invention is directed to a wireless communi 

cations system in which a wireless access unit (hereinafter, 
master station) for managing a wireless network and one or 
more other wireless access units (hereinafter, slave stations) 
are on the wireless network, and data of one or a combina 
tion of communication types include: 
CBR (constant in transmission speed and data period); 
VBR (variable in transmission speed and constant in data 

period); 
ABR (constant in transmission speed and variable in data 

period); and 
UBR (variable in transmission speed and data period) is 

transmitted between the master station and one of the slave 
stations or between the slave stations. 
The master station comprises a scheduler for regularly 

determining (scheduling) a transmission band assignment 
including information about the transmission timing of the 
data, a transmission amount, and the master station or any of 
the slave stations that is allowed to access. 

In order to make a request for setting a communication 
link for data transmission, the master station provides the 
scheduler with a communication parameter for the data 
transmission. 

In order to make the request for setting the communica 
tion link for data transmission, the slave station provides the 
scheduler with a communication parameter for the data 
transmission by transmitting a communication parameter for 
the data transmission to the master station by using a request 
packet. 
The master station gives the transmission band assign 

ment which is scheduled by the scheduler to the slave station 
by using a band assignment packet, and recognizes the trans 
mission band assignment. 
A transmitting station (the master station or the slave sta 

tion that sends the data) and a receiving station (the master 
station or the slave station that receives the data) between 
which the communication link is set by the transmission 
band assignment carry out bidirectional data transmission 
according to the transmission band assignment. 

Preferably, when the communication type that is indicated 
by the communication parameter is CBR, VBR, or ABR, the 
scheduler rejects the request for setting the communication 
link if a transmission bandwidth which is required for the 
communication link exceeds an unused transmission band 
width (empty bandwidth), and receives the request for set 
ting the communication link and updates a Sum of the trans 
mission bandwidths in use for already-allocated 
communication links (used bandwidth) if otherwise. 

Further, preferably, when the communication type that is 
indicated by the communication parameter is UBR, the 
scheduler receives the request for setting the communication 
link irrespective of the empty bandwidth. 

Also, preferably, the scheduler recognizes a state of data 
receiving for each communication link by receiving, from 
the receiving station, an acknowledgement packet indicating 
the state of data receiving as to the bidirectional data trans 
mission in which the communication link is set, and deter 
mines the transmission band assignment so as to reflect the 
state of data receiving and satisfy the previously-set commu 
nication parameters. 
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4 
Also, preferably, for setting the communication link, if the 

communication type is CBR, the scheduler multiplies a 
speed parameter indicating a transmission speed by a period 
parameter indicating a data occurrence period so as to calcu 
late a data amount parameter indicating an amount of data to 
be transmitted. Alternatively, if the communication type is 
VBR, the scheduler divides the data amount parameter by 
the period parameter so as to calculate the speed parameter, 
and, if the communication type is ABR, the scheduler 
divides the data amount parameter by the speed parameter So 
as to calculate the period parameter. Also, preferably, when 
the communication type that is indicated by the communica 
tion parameter is CBR, VEBR, or ABR, the scheduler calcu 
lates a difference Tb between a present time or a reference 
time, which is a transmission time of the assigned transmis 
sion band, and a time when data transmission on each com 
munication link has been completed. 
When the difference Tb is positive, for each communica 

tion link, the scheduler preferably 
calculates a difference Vdd between a data amount param 

eter which is included in the communication parameter and 
indicating an amount of data to be transmitted and an 
amount of data already received by the receiving station 
(received data amount), 

calculates a priority value by Subtracting an overhead 
bandwidth from an entire transmission bandwidth of the sys 
tem. So as to obtain an effective transmission bandwidth, 
multiplying the effective transmission bandwidth by the dif 
ference Tb so as to obtain a value, and then dividing the 
difference Vdd by the value, and 

selects one or more communication links whose priority 
value is not less than a predetermined value and predeter 
mined in decreasing order or whose priority value is not less 
than a random number generated within a predetermined 
range as the communication link assigned the transmission 
band, and 

on the other hand, when the difference Tb is not more than 
0, the scheduler preferably selects one or more communica 
tion links in increasing order of the difference Tb as the 
communication link which is assigned the transmission 
band. 

Also, preferably, the scheduler updates the received data 
amount of each communication link based on an acknowl 
edgement packet indicating a state of data receiving trans 
mitted from the receiving station. 

Also, preferably, the scheduler updates the received data 
amount of each communication link by using the transmis 
sion amount which is determined by the transmission band 
assignment, and corrects the received data amount to an 
effective value based on an acknowledgement packet indi 
cating a state of data receiving transmitted from the receiv 
ing station. 

Also, preferably, when the difference Vdd of the commu 
nication link for scheduling is negative, the scheduler carries 
out any one of operations of deleting a setting of the commu 
nication link, resetting the communication link by the com 
munication parameters currently used, and resetting the 
communication link with the communication type being 
changed to UBR. 

Also, preferably, when the communication type that is 
indicated by the communication parameter is UBR, the 
scheduler carries out the transmission band assignment 
according to an order in which the communication link has 
been set (requested) or a priority order of the priority param 
eter included in the communication parameter. 

Also, preferably, when a period parameter indicating a 
data period is further provided, the scheduler calculates a 
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difference Tb between a present time or a reference time, 
which is a transmission time of the assigned transmission 
band, and a time when data transmission on each communi 
cation link has been completed, and carries out transmission 
band assignment only when the difference Tb is not more 
than 0. 

Also, preferably, when a data amount parameter indicat 
ing an amount of data to be transmitted is provided, if an 
amount of data that is already received by the receiving sta 
tion (received data amount) exceeds the data amount 
parameter, the scheduler deletes setting of a relevant com 
munication link. 

Also, preferably, when detecting that the transmission 
band of the set communication link is not used, the scheduler 
deletes setting of the communication link. 
As such, in the present invention, Scheduler results of the 

scheduler, that is, transmission band assignment results are 
regularly transmitted to the slave station by using a band 
assignment packet, and bidirectional data transmission is 
made by using the assigned transmission band. Thus, for any 
data of CBR, VBR, ABR, and UBR, a band which is 
required for data transmission is allocated in advance, and 
data transmission can be completed by a required end time. 
Moreover, communication links whose priority is not less 
than the random number are subjected to scheduling, 
thereby reducing load on the scheduler. 

Furthermore, preferably, when assigning data packet 
transmission from the transmitting station to each transmis 
sion band with the communication link set therein a prede 
termined number of times, the scheduler assigns transmis 
sion of the acknowledgement packet from the receiving 
station at least one. 

Thus, one transmission band is used for data packet trans 
mission and acknowledgement packet transmission. 
Therefore, the transmission band can be used effectively. 

Still further, preferably, the scheduler carries out trans 
mission band assignment by dynamically changing a data 
packet based on the scheduler quality of a wireless channel 
so that a packet length is shortened when more communica 
tion errors occur, and lengthened when fewer communica 
tion errors occur. 

Thus, for the communication link with more errors, a 
wider transmission band can be used for data transmission. 
Still further, preferably, the master station gives, to the slave 
station, the band assignment packet with a probability 
parameter for access control of the request packet added 
thereto, and the slave station transmits the request packet 
only when the given probability parameter exceeds a random 
number which is generated within a range of values that the 
probability parameter can take. 

Thus, access concentration on the same transmission band 
can be avoided. 

Still further, preferably, when the transmission band 
assignment for data transmission has been carried out by the 
scheduling, the transmitting station divides the data into a 
specified length for generating data packets for transmission. 

Still further, preferably, when a plurality of communica 
tion links are set to the transmitting station, if there is no data 
packet to be transmitted on a specific communication link, 
the transmitting station transmits a data packet to be trans 
mitted on another communication link by using a transmis 
sion band which is assigned to the specific communication 
link. 

Thus, a transmission band not in use can be effectively 
used. 
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Still further, preferably, the transmitting station transmits 

the request packet by using a transmission band in which a 
communication link is set. 

Thus, the request packet is transmitted by using the trans 
mission band in which a communication link has been 
already set for the transmitting station, thereby avoiding a 
conflict with other stations. 

Still further, preferably, the master station transmits, to the 
slave station, the band assignment packet with a transmis 
sion time stamp value indicating a transmission time added 
thereto, and the slave station synchronizes a time counter 
thereof with a time counter of the master station by using the 
transmission time stamp value. 

Thus, the slave station can correctly carry out data trans 
mission according to an instruction by the band assignment 
packet from the master station. 

Still further, preferably, the slave station transmits, to the 
master station, the request packet with a transmission time 
stamp value indicating a transmission time added thereto. 
When receiving the request packet with the transmission 

time stamp value added thereto, the master station preferably 
calculates a space propagation delay time from a difference 
between a receive time and the transmission time stamp 
value, and gives, to the slave station, the band assignment 
packet including an adjusted value according to the space 
propagation delay time, and the slave station preferably cor 
rects transmission timings of the request packet and the data 
packet according to the given adjusted value. 

Thus, a wasted transmission band due to space propaga 
tion delay can be prevented. Therefore, the transmission 
band can be effectively used. 

Still further, preferably, the receiving station that is indi 
cated by a destination address of the band assignment 
packet, when receiving the band assignment packet 
correctly, carries out intermittent receiving in timing when 
the data packet that is transmitted from the transmitting sta 
tion and the band assignment packet transmitted next from 
the master station are received. 

On the other hand, when not receiving the band assign 
ment packet correctly, the receiving station preferably car 
ries out intermittent receiving only after receiving the next 
band assignment packet correctly. 

Thus, power consumption at the receiving station can be 
reduced. 

These and other objects, features, aspects and advantages 
of the present invention will become more apparent from the 
following detailed description of the present invention when 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing one example of an environ 
ment where a wireless communications system according to 
one embodiment of the present invention is used; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing one example of the 
structure of a master station 10; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing one example of the 
structure of a slave station 20; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram showing one example of the structure 
of a band assignment packet; 

FIGS. 5A and 5B are diagrams each showing a relation 
ship between the band assignment packet and an assigned 
transmission band; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram showing one example of structure of a 
request packet; 
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FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a time synchronization pro 
cess that is carried out by the slave station 20; 

FIG. 8 is a flow chart showing a fine adjustment process 
for transmission timing that is carried out by the master sta 
tion 10; 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a transmission band assign 
ment process that is carried out by the master station 10; 

FIGS. 10 and 11 are flow charts each showing the sched 
uling of CBR/VBR/ABR data of FIG. 9 in detail; 

FIG. 12 is a flow chart showing the scheduling of UBR 
data of FIG. 9 in detail; 

FIG. 13 is a diagram showing one example of the structure 
of a data packet; 

FIG. 14 is a diagram showing one example of the structure 
of an acknowledgement packet; 

FIG. 15 is a flow chart showing a process that is carried 
out by the master station 10 as a transmitting station; 

FIG. 16 is a flow chart showing a process that is carried 
out by the master station 10 as a receiving station; 

FIG. 17 is a flow chart showing a process that is carried 
out by the slave station 20 as the transmitting station; 

FIG. 18 is a flow chart showing a process that is carried 
out by the slave station 20 as the receiving station; 

FIGS. 19 and 20 are block diagrams each showing one 
example of the structure of the wireless communications 
system according to one embodiment to the present inven 
tion; and 

FIG. 21 is a block diagram showing one example of the 
structure of the conventional wireless communications sys 
tem. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing one example of an environ 
ment where a wireless communications system according to 
one embodiment of the present invention is used. As shown 
in FIG. 1, in the wireless communications system according 
to the embodiment of the present invention, data transmis 
sion is made among devices such as PCs and television 
receivers and networks (hereinafter collectively referred to 
as terminals). Such data transmission includes transmission 
of video images and video signals to a television and access 
to the Internet. In the wireless communications system, opti 
mal data transmission is achieved by effectively using lim 
ited communications resources. In the wireless communica 
tions system according to the present embodiment, a 
plurality of wireless access units 2 that are connected to the 
respective terminals are provided, and the plurality of wire 
less access units 2 are wirelessly connected to one another to 
form a network 1. 

In the present invention, any one of the wireless access 
units 2 may manage total data communications taking place 
in the wireless communications system. In the following 
description, the one wireless access unit 2 which manages 
total data communications is denoted as a master station 10, 
while the others are denoted as slave stations 20. 

The master station 10 and the slave stations 20 will each 
be briefly described first. FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing 
one example of the structure of the master station 10. FIG. 3 
is a block diagram showing one example of the structure of 
the slave station 20. 

In FIG. 2, the master station 10 includes an interface 11, a 
controller 12, a packet transmitter 13, a packet receiver 14, 
and a scheduler 15. The interface 11 connects the terminals 
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8 
and the master station 10 together. The controller 12 trans 
mits and receives a predetermined packet and controls the 
operation of the scheduler 15 in order to achieve optimal 
data transmission in the wireless communications system. 
The packet transmitter 13 wirelessly transmits the packet 
that is provided by the controller 12 to the slave stations 20. 
The packet receiver 14 receives a packet that is wirelessly 
transmitted from the slave station 20 for output to the con 
troller 12. The scheduler 15 determines the assignment of a 
transmission band (timing of packet transmission, amount of 
data transmission, and the like) so as to allocate a communi 
cation link which is required for data transmission. This 
scheduler 15 can handle data of the following communica 
tion types: CBR (Constant Bit Rate) at a constant transmis 
Sion speed and a constant period of data occurrence 
(hereinafter, data period), as would be appropriate for Voice; 
VBR (Variable Bit Rate) at a variable transmission speed 
and a constant data period, as would be appropriate for 
MPEG2 video; ABR (Available Bit Rate) at a constant trans 
mission speed and a variable data period, as would be appro 
priate for file data transfer; and UBR (Unspecified Bit Rate) 
at a variable transmission speed and a variable data period, 
as would be appropriate for control data. 

In FIG. 3, the slave station 20 includes an interface 21, a 
controller 22, a packet transmitter 23, and a packet receiver 
24. The interface 21 connects the terminal and the slave 
station 20 together. The controller 22 transmits and receives 
a predetermined packet in order to achieve optimal data 
transmission in the wireless communications system based 
on the management by the master station 10. The packet 
transmitter 23 wirelessly transmits the packet that is pro 
vided by the controller 22 to the master station 10 or any of 
the other slave stations 20. The packet receiver 24 receives 
the packet that is wirelessly transmitted from the master sta 
tion 10 or any of the other slave stations 20 for output to the 
controller 22. 

Next, the operation which is carried out between the mas 
ter station 10 and each slave station 20 in the wireless com 
munications system according to the embodiment of the 
present invention is specifically described in sequence. 
(1) Notification of a State of Transmission Band Assignment 
from the Master Station 10 to Each Slave Station 20 

First, the master station 10 divides, in advance, the entire 
transmission band that is usable in the wireless communica 
tions system into several in time. The master station 10 noti 
fies each slave station 20 of a state of each transmission band 
assignment (e.g., whether a new assignment request has 
been received or how a transmission band has been assigned) 
at regular or irregular time intervals. For this notification, a 
band assignment packet (hereinafter, Map Packet), which 
is shown in FIG. 4, is used. As shown in FIG. 4, Map 
Packet is composed of a header portion, a plurality of band 
information portions that correspond to the time-divided 
transmission bands, and an ender portion. 
The header portion is comprised of a transmission time 

stamp, sender address, destination address, packet type, map 
number, and data length. In the transmission time stamp, a 
time when Map Packet is transmitted is stored based on a 
time counter of the master station 10. In the sender address, 
the address of the master station 10, which sends Map 
Packet, is stored. In the destination address, a broadcast 
address indicating all of the slave stations 20 is stored. With 
the broadcast address stored, the entire transmission band 
can be used as a competing access band for which the slave 
stations 20 will compete to transmit data. In the packet type, 
information indicating that this packet is Map Packet is 
stored. In the map number, a serial number that is provided 
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to the packet is stored. Note that the one first transmitted 
(after system startup, for example) is provided with number 
one. In the data length, the data length of all band informa 
tion portions is stored. 

The plurality of band information portions each represent 
how the transmission band is assigned. Each band informa 
tion portion is composed of a transmission time, transmis 
sion amount, communication link number, sender address, 
and destination address. In the transmission time, a start time 
of the time-divided transmission band is stored. In the trans 
mission amount, the amount of data that can be transmitted 
from the start time is stored. In the communication link 
number, a number for identifying a communication link is 
stored. In the sender address, the address of the slave station 
20 or the master station 10 that uses the communication link 
for data transmission is stored. In the destination address, the 
address of the slave station 20 or the master station which 
receives data by using the communication link is stored. 
Here, the transmission amount, sender address, and destina 
tion address are information to be used when the communi 
cation link is established, which will be described later. 
Therefore, the transmission amount, sender address and des 
tination address are blank if the transmission band is not yet 
in use. Note that, to indicate that the transmission band is not 
in use, the communication link number is set to 0, for 
example. 
The ender portion is composed of information for use in 

well-known packet error detection. 
This Map Packet is generated based on scheduling (as 

will be described later) which is executed by the scheduler 
15 every time a notification is made. Therefore, Map 
Packet always makes an instruction about the optimal state 
of communications at the time of generation. The generated 
Map Packet is provided to each slave station 20. 
A relation between this Map Packet and the transmission 

band is shown in FIGS.5A and 5B. As shown in FIG. 5A, 
Map Packet indicates how transmission bands that follow 
Map Packet are assigned. Various packets hereinafter 
described are transmitted with the use of the transmission 
band that is assigned by Map Packet. Also, as shown in 
FIG. 5B, if Map Packet is for a transmission band that does 
not come immediately thereafter but after a short while, 
pipeline processing can be performed. Thus, it is possible to 
reduce possible waiting time when it takes an appreciable 
amount of time to carry out a transmission/receiving 
process, which improves efficiency. 

Note that, either or both of a modulation scheme and error 
correction scheme used in Map Packet transmission may 
be highly error proof so as to achieve a reliable transmission 
of Map Packet to each slave station 20. Thus, access to the 
master station 10 from each slave station 20 can be ensured. 
(2) Sending a Transmission Band Assignment Request from 
the Slave Station 20 to the Master Station 10 

The operation of the slave station 20 upon receiving a new 
data transmission requested from the terminal which is con 
nected thereto will now be described. 

In this case, the slave station 20 analyzes information 
related to data that is newly requested for transmission 
(hereinafter, requested data) through the interface 21. With 
this analysis, the slave station 20 obtains information about 
the communication type, communication parameters 
(transmission amount, transmission speed, data period, and 
priority), and the destination of the requested data. Then, the 
slave station 20 transmits, to the master station 10, a request 
for assigning a transmission band for data transmission 
(allocating a communication link) together with the obtained 
information. For this request, a request packet (Request 
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10 
Packet) shown in FIG. 6 is used. As shown in FIG. 6, the 
Request Packet is composed of a transmission time stamp, 
sender address, destination address, packet type, communi 
cation type, communication link number, speed parameter, 
period parameter, data amount parameter, priority 
parameter, and error detection. 

In the transmission time stamp, a time when Request 
Packet is transmitted is stored based on a time counter of the 
slave station 20. In the sender address, the address of the 
slave station 20 that transmits Request Packet is stored. In 
the destination address, the address of the master station 10 
is stored. In the packet type, information indicating that this 
packet is Request Packet is stored. In the communication 
type, any one of the above-described CBR, VBR, ABR, and 
UBR communication types is stored according to the 
requested data. Stored in the communication link number is 
a number which is provided to a communication link when 
the communication link is allocated, the number that the 
slave station 20 desires to use for identifying data transmis 
Sion. By varying the communication link number, one slave 
station 20 can have a plurality of communication links at a 
time. In the speed parameter, information indicating a trans 
mission speed of the requested data is stored. In the period 
parameter, information indicating a period of data occur 
rence in the requested data is stored. In the data amount 
parameter, information indicating the transmission amount 
of the requested data is stored. In the priority parameter, 
information about a level of priority that the requested data 
deserves for transmission band assignment is stored. Note 
that the priority parameter is not necessarily required. 

After generating Request Packet for the requested data, 
the slave station 20 refers to Map Packet which is received 
from the master station 10, and transmits Request Packet to 
the master station 10 by using a transmission band to which 
a new assignment request is directed (an unused transmis 
sion band). More specifically, the slave station 20 finds any 
band information portion whose communication link num 
ber indicates that the band is not in use (0, in the above 
example). Then, the slave station 20 transmits Request 
Packet to the master station 10 at the transmission time of the 
found band information portion (arbitrary one if two or more 
band information portions are found). 

Note that, if the master station 10 itself newly receives a 
data transmission request from the terminal connected 
thereto, the transmission and receiving of Request Packet is 
not carried out. 

In an initial state, each slave station 20 is not synchronized 
in time with the master station 10. Therefore, in order to 
transmit Request Packet at the transmission time which is 
indicated by Map Packet, the slave station 20 has to be 
synchronized in time with the master station 10. Here, time 
synchronization means that the time counter which is 
included in the controller 22 of the slave station 20 is syn 
chronized with the time counter which is included in the 
controller 12 of the master station 10. 

Hereinafter, the synchronization between both time 
counters of the master station 10 and the slave station 20 is 
specifically described with reference to FIG. 7. 
When receiving Map Packet from the master station 10 

without error (steps S702, S703), the packet receiver 24 of 
each slave station 20 outputs Map Packet together with a 
time stamp indicating a receive time (hereinafter, receive 
time stamp) to the controller 22. The controller 22 calculates 
a time difference between the transmission time stamp that is 
provided to Map Packet and the receive time stamp, and 
then adds thereto a fixed process delay time due to 
modulation/demodulation and the like which is involved in 
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data transmission for calculating a correction value (step 
S704). The slave station 20 then corrects its own time 
counter with the correction value (step S711). This correc 
tion value is calculated each time the slave station 20 
receives Map Packet. When the correction value falls 
within a predetermined range tR (which is equivalent to an 
allowable space propagation delay time) a predetermined 
number of times M successively, it is determined that syn 
chronization is established (steps S706 through S709). In an 
asynchronous state, Request Packet cannot be transmitted 
correctly at the transmission time that is indicated by Map 
Packet. Therefore, transmission of Request Packet from the 
slave station 20 is prohibited. 

Even after time synchronization is established, the con 
troller 22 calculates the correction value. If the calculated 
correction value does not fall within the predetermined range 
itk, an upper limit +K or a lower limit -K is taken as an 
effective correction value for actual use (steps S712, S713). 
For example, assume that K=40 ms. When the calculated 
correction value is -50 ms, -40 ms is taken as the effective 
correction value, and when the calculated correction value is 
60 ms, 40 ms is taken as the effective correction value. Note 
that the time counter may be managed with the number of 
reference clocks in the system. The slave station 20 then 
corrects its own time counter with the effective correction 
value (step S718). If this effective correction value does not 
fall within the predetermined range th, a predetermined 
number of times P successively, it is determined that asyn 
chronization is established (steps S714 through S716) 

With the above-described process, the master station 10 
and each slave station 20 are synchronized in time. 

Furthermore, the timing of packet transmission may be 
finely adjusted with packet transmission and receiving after 
time synchronization. This fine adjustment is done by mea 
Suring a variable space propagation delay time and correct 
ing the timing, which improves synchronization accuracy. 
How the transmission timing is finely adjusted will now 

be specifically described below with reference to FIG. 8. 
When receiving a packet (Request Packet, for example) 

from any slave station 20, the master station 10 outputs the 
packet together with the receive time stamp indicating a 
receive time to the controller 12 (step S802). The controller 
12 calculates a time difference Td between the transmission 
time stamps that are provided to the packet and the receive 
time stamp (step S803) The values of the time counters of 
the master station 10 and the slave station 20 originally differ 
for the space propagation delay time due to the above time 
synchronization using Map Packet. Therefore, the time dif 
ference Td is equivalent to a space propagation delay time 
that is taken for a single exchange of data (a back-and-forth 
space propagation delay time). An adjusted value based on 
this back-and-forth space propagation delay time is added to 
Map Packet, for example, and given from the master sta 
tion 10 to each slave station 20 (step S804). Each slave sta 
tion 20 corrects packet transmission timing thereafter based 
on the given adjusted value (step S806). 
When the master station 10 gives the adjusted value, the 

scheduler 15 of the master station 10 deletes a band that can 
be deleted with the adjusted value (which is equivalent to a 
time period when any packet is not transmitted) from 
currently-assigned bands. 
As described above, the master station 10 sets the broad 

cast address as the destination address for Map Packet. 
Therefore, two or more slave stations 20 might simulta 
neously transmit Request Packet to the same unused trans 
mission band. Thus, how to avoid such access concentration 
is now described. 
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The master station 10 transmits, to each slave station 20, 

Map Packet with a predetermined probability parameter Ap 
that is added to each band information portion. Note that the 
communication link number may be replaced by the prob 
ability parameter Ap. This probability parameter Ap is a 
variable for Suppressing the number of accesses from the 
slave stations 20. On the other hand, each slave station 20 
generates a random number Cp within a predetermined 
range of values which the probability parameter Ap can take. 
The slave station 20 is adapted to be able to transmit 
Request Packet only to the transmission band whose prob 
ability parameter Ap exceeds the random number Cp 
(ApaCp). For example, if the probability parameter AP is 
“512, the slave station 20 can transmit Request Packet 
when the generated random number Cp is “100', while the 
slave station 20 cannot transmit Request Packet when the 
generated random number Cp is "700'. Thus, access con 
centration on one transmission band can be avoided. 

Note that a receive error of Request Packet in each trans 
mission band may be measured for adjusting the frequency 
of access. In this case, the probability parameter Ap is 
decreased if a number of errors are found, while the prob 
ability parameter Ap increased if only a few errors are dis 
covered. 
(3) Transmission Band Assignment Process by the Master 
Station 10 
Next, the transmission band assignment process 

(scheduling) which is carried out by the master station 10 
that receives Request Packet from the slave station 20 and 
that gives Map Packet at predetermined intervals is 
described with reference to FIGS. 9 through 12. 
When receiving Request Packet from the slave station 

20, the master station 10 carries out scheduling for setting a 
new communication link based on the received Request 
Packet. Also, when giving Map Packet at the predeter 
mined intervals, the master station 10 carries out scheduling 
for resetting the existing communication link based on a 
respond packet, which will be described later. Scheduling is 
carried out by the scheduler 15 according to an instruction 
that is received from the controller 12. Here, when receiving 
Request Packet, the communication parameters which are 
provided to the master station 10 vary with the communica 
tion type of the requested data. Therefore, the scheduler 15 
carries out, in advance, a process as described below (FIG. 
9). 

For CBR, a speed parameter S and a period parameter P 
are provided. Therefore, the scheduler 15 calculates a data 
amount parameter Vd (=SXP) from these provided param 
eters. For example, when S=6 Mbps and P=33 ms, 6x10)x 
(33x10)=198000 bits (24750 bytes). 

For VBR, the period parameter P and the data amount 
parameter Vd are provided. Therefore, the scheduler 15 cal 
culates the speed parameter S (=Vd/P) from these provided 
parameters. For example, when P=50 ms and Vd=32000 bits 
(4000 bytes), 32000/(50x10)=640 kbps. 

For ABR, the speed parameter S and the data amount 
parameter Vd are provided. Therefore, the scheduler 15 cal 
culates the period parameter P (=Vd/S) from these provided 
parameters. For example, when S=3 Mbps and Vd=24000 
bits (3000 bytes), 24000/(3x10)=8 ms. 

For CBR, VBR, or ABR, the scheduler 15 checks to see if 
there is any transmission bandwidth not in use (an empty 
bandwidth Be). The scheduler 15 holds a sum of values of 
the speed parameters S of the already-allocated communica 
tion links, which is equivalent to a used bandwidth Bu. 
Therefore, the empty bandwidth Be can be calculated by 
subtracting the used bandwidth Bu from an effective trans 
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mission bandwidth Br. Here, the effective transmission 
bandwidth Br is obtained by subtracting an overhead band 
width Bo from an entire transmission bandwidth Bs of the 
system. The bandwidth Bo includes loss bands due to over 
head which is involved in packet transmission, packet error, 
and Scheduling error (ideal scheduling cannot be done), and 
a band reserved for UBR data transmission. Note that the 
bandwidth Bo may be dynamically changed based on the 
level of communication quality that is determined in consid 
eration of transmission error, measured receive field 
intensity, and the like. 

If the empty bandwidth Be is found, the scheduler 15 then 
determines whether the speed parameter S, which is equiva 
lent to a requested transmission bandwidth Bl, exceeds the 
empty bandwidth Be. If the speed parameter S exceeds the 
empty bandwidth Be, transmission band assignment is diffi 
cult. Therefore, the scheduler 15 rejects a link setting request 
by Request Packet from the slave station 20. On the other 
hand, if the speed parameter S does not exceed the empty 
bandwidth Be, a new transmission band assignment can be 
made. Therefore, the scheduler 15 receives the setting 
request and updates the used bandwidth Bu (Bug-Bu--B1). 

Note that an upper limit of the bandwidth that can be used 
for data of CBR, VBR, and ABR may be set. If the used 
bandwidth Bu exceeds this upper limit, the setting request is 
rejected. Also, in this case, it is required to calculate a time 
when the data that is indicated by the data amount parameter 
Vd should be completely received by a receiving side 
(completion time Te). The scheduler 15 obtains the comple 
tion time Te by adding the period parameter P to the present 
time. The present time may be a transmission time of the 
transmission band which is assigned by scheduling. Also, 
the scheduler 15 manages a received data amount Vdr (initial 
value=0) indicating how much requested data has been 
received by the receiving side. 
On the other hand, for UBR, the scheduler 15 receives the 

setting request without checking the empty bandwidth Be. 
For UBR, any communication parameters are normally not 
provided. In some cases, however, the data amount param 
eter Vd, the period parameter P. and the priority parameter E 
may be provided. 

With reference to FIG. 10, a scheduling process to be 
executed for CBR, VBR, or ABR when the setting request is 
received and when communication links are reset is 
described. In this case, the scheduler 15 obtains a reference 
time (step S1001). The scheduler 15 then calculates a differ 
ence Vdd between the data amount parameter Vd that is 
provided as the communication parameter and the received 
data amount Vdr (step S1002). 

If the difference Vdd is not more than 0 (Vdds0), it is 
determined that the receiving side has completely received 
the data. Therefore, setting of a communication link for this 
transmission data is deleted from a schedule. If data trans 
mission continues, however, this setting is not deleted from 
the schedule. In this case, the received data amount Vdr is 
initialized back to 0, and a new completion time Te is calcu 
lated by adding the period parameter P to the present time, 
thereby achieving continuous data transmission without 
resetting (steps S1011 and S1013). Nevertheless, the above 
described setting may be once deleted from the schedule, 
and then a new setting may be made, taking the communica 
tion type as UBR with the sender address and destination 
address unchanged. In this case, the slave station 20 which is 
specified by the sender address can exclusively transmit 
Request Packet from the new setting onward. 
The scheduler 15 then calculates a difference Tb between 

the completion time Te of the transmission data and the 
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14 
obtained reference time (step S1004). If the difference Tb 
does not become more than 0 (TbsO), the scheduler 15 
selects one or more transmission data which is predeter 
mined in increasing order of the difference Tb as an object 
for communication link assignment (resetting) (steps S1005 
and S1008). Note that the reference time may be the trans 
mission time of the assigned transmission band. On the other 
hand, if the difference Tb exceeds 0 (Tb20), the scheduler 15 
multiplies the difference Tb by the effective transmission 
bandwidth Br so as to calculate a maximum transmission 
amount Vm (=TbxBr). The scheduler 15 further divides the 
difference Vdd by the maximum transmission amount Vm so 
as to calculate priority Rp (=Vdd/Vm) (step (S1006). When 
the priority Rp is not less than a predetermined value, the 
scheduler 15 selects one or more transmission data which 
are predetermined in decreasing order of the priority Rp as 
an object for communication link assignment (resetting) 
(steps S1007, S1008). Thus, dynamic scheduling can be car 
ried out by giving a high priority to transmission data which 
includes an appreciable amount of data which as not been 
transmitted with respect to the completion time Te. 

After the above-described process has been performed 
repeatedly a predetermined number of times, communica 
tion link assignment (resetting) for the selected transmission 
data of CBR, VBR, or ABR is carried out (steps S1009, 
S1010). 
Note that a random number Rn (Rn=0 to 1) within a range 

of values that the priority Rp can take may be generated. 
Then, a comparison is made between the priority number Rp 
and the random number Rn, and a transmission link assign 
ment (resetting) may be carried out only for the transmission 
data whose priority Rp exceeds the random number Rn 
(Rp>Rn) (FIG. 11). With this process, scheduling can be 
simplified. 

Then, after an assignment for the transmission data of 
CBR, VBR, or ABR, transmission data of UBR is assigned 
to the transmission band that remains without an allocated 
communication link (FIG. 12). 

With reference to FIG. 12, a scheduling process to be 
executed for UBR when the setting request is received and 
when communication links are reset will now be described. 
In this case, the scheduler 15 schedules the transmission data 
of UBR in sequence or based on the priority parameter E at 
the time of communication link setting. At this time, the 
transmission data with the higher priority parameter E is 
given a higher priority to be scheduled. Alternatively, the 
scheduler 15 calculates the difference Tb between the 
completion time Te of the transmission data and the refer 
ence time, and schedules the transmission data of UBR only 
if the difference Tb is not more than 0. 

Note that, if the data amount parameter Vd is provided as 
the information for the transmission data of UBR, the sched 
uler 15 calculates the difference Vdd between the provided 
data amount parameter Vd and the received data amount 
Vdr. If the difference Vdd is not more than 0, it is determined 
that the data has been completely received by the receiving 
side. Therefore, setting of the communication link for this 
transmission data is deleted from the schedule. 

Examples of methods for assigning (changing) the trans 
mission amount on each communication link at the time of 
scheduling will now be described below. 
A first method is to assign the transmission amount by a 

fixed length. In this first method, load on the scheduler 15 
can be reduced. If the amount of data to be transmitted is 
Small, however, the transmission band is wasted. 
A second method is to change the assignment of the trans 

mission amount so that packet lengths which are obtained by 
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dividing the data amount parameter Vd become equal. In this 
case, upper and lower limits may be set for a transmission 
amount assignment. In this second method, contrary to the 
first method, the transmission band is not wasted, but load on 
the scheduler 15 is increased. 
A third method is to decrease the assignment of the trans 

mission amount when more errors occur, and to increase the 
assignment of the transmission amount when fewer errors 
occur, according to the communication quality on the wire 
less channel. In this third method, the transmission band for 
use in re-transmission is reduced if the assignment of the 
transmission amount is Small, while the transmission band 
which is equivalent to overhead for packet processing can be 
substantially reduced if large. However, if a steep variation 
in error is observed and a change of assignment of the trans 
mission amount cannot follow the variation, the transmis 
sion band is instead wasted. 
A fourth method is to increase an assignment of the trans 

mission amount so that the same packet can be successively 
transmitted when the communication quality of a wireless 
channel is extremely low. The fourth method is extremely 
error proof, but the transmission band consumed is 
extremely large. 

After the above-described scheduling, the master station 
10 generates changed Map Packet, and gives Map Packet 
to each slave station 20. 

Note that the master station 10 determines that the trans 
mission band is not in use when the assigned transmission 
band has not been accessed successively M times or if a time 
T has passed, and reflects this determination result onto 
scheduling. Here, the number of times M and the time T may 
be fixed parameters or may be set for each communication 
link. However, for the transmission band for receiving 
Request Packet (unused transmission band), the assign 
ment is not deleted even though the transmission band is not 
accessed. This is to ensure the transmission band for regu 
larly receiving Request Packet. 
(4) Data Transmission Based on Scheduling by the Master 
Station 10 

Data transmission which is carried out by the slave station 
20 that transmits Request Packet and then receives the 
scheduled Map Packet from the master station 10 will now 
be described. 
When receiving Map Packet from the master station 10, 

the slave station 20 checks to see if any transmission band 
can be assigned to the requested data. This check can be 
done with the communication link number and sender 
address in each band information portion of Map Packet. 
For example, an assignment can be done when the commu 
nication link number in the band information of Map 
Packet coincides with the communication link number of the 
transmitted Request Packet, or when the address of the 
slave station 20 is stored in the sender address. If the trans 
mission band is assigned, the slave station 20 transmits the 
transmission data to a receiving side. For this transmission, a 
data packet (Data Packet) shown in FIG. 13 is used. As 
shown in FIG. 13, Data Packet is composed of a header 
portion, a data portion, and an ender portion. 
The header portion is composed of a transmission time 

stamp, sender address, destination address, packet type, 
sequence number, communication link number, packet 
number, the number of divisions, data length, and division 
number. In the transmission time stamp, based on the time 
counter of the slave station 20, a time when Data Packet is 
transmitted, that is, a transmission time of the assigned 
transmission band, is stored. In the sender address, the 
address of the slave station 20 that transmits Data Packet 
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(hereinafter, transmitting station) is stored. In the destination 
address, the address of the slave station 20 or the master 
station 10 that will receive the transmission data (hereinafter, 
receiving station) is stored. In the packet type, information 
indicating that this packet is Data Packet is stored. In the 
sequence number, a serial number which is provided to each 
Data Packet is stored. In the communication link number, a 
communication link number of the assigned transmission 
band is stored. In the packet number, a serial number of an 
input packet which is provided by the terminal is stored. In 
the number of divisions, the number in which the input 
packet is divided for transmission as Data Packet is stored. 
In the data length, the length of the data portion is stored. In 
the division number, a serial number which is provided to 
each segment packet that is obtained by division is stored. 

In the data portion, the entire or part of the transmission 
data is stored based on the transmission amount of the 
assigned transmission band. 
The ender portion is composed of information for use in 

well-known packet error detection. 
The transmitting station uses the assigned transmission 

band so as to generate the above-described Data Packet for 
each segment packet based on the specified transmission 
amount. The transmitting station then sequentially transmits 
Data Packet in a specified transmission timing (at transmis 
sion time), thereby transmitting the requested data to the 
receiving station. 
Note that, when the slave station 20 is the receiving 

station, that is, when the address of the slave station 20 is the 
destination address in the band information portion of Map 
Packet, the slave station 20 may intermittently receive the 
transmission data in accordance with a receive timing 
thereof or that of the following Map Packet. Here, in inter 
mittent receiving, main components for carrying out wire 
less processing, control processing, and other processing are 
made to operate only when receiving a packet, thereby 
achieving a reduction in power consumption. However, 
when not receiving Map Packet correctly, the slave station 
20 does not perform intermittent receiving until the slave 
station 20 can receive a next-coming Map Packet correctly. 
(5) Acknowledgement to the Received Transmission Data 
The transmission of an acknowledgement concerning a 

state of data transmission to the slave station 20 as the trans 
mitting station and the master station 10 which is carried out 
by the receiving station (the slave station 20 or the master 
station 10) that has received Data Packet will now be 
described. 
When receiving Data Packet from the transmitting 

station, the receiving station gives a state of data transmis 
sion (receiving state) in predetermined timing to the slave 
station 20 as the transmitting station and the master slave 10. 
If the transmitting station is the master station 10, the receiv 
ing state is given only to the master station 10. To give the 
receiving state, an acknowledge packet (hereinafter, Ack 
Packet) shown in FIG. 14 is used. As shown in FIG. 14, 
Ack Packet is composed of a transmission time stamp, 
sender address, destination address, packet type, sequence 
number, communication link number, receive history, and 
error detection. 

In the transmission time stamp, a time when Ack Packet 
was transmitted is stored based on the time counter of the 
receiving station. In the sender address, the address of the 
receiving station, which sends Ack Packet, is stored. In the 
destination address, the addresses of the transmitting station 
and the master station 10 are stored. In the packet type, 
information indicating the packet is the Ack Packet is 
stored. In the sequence number, the transmission sequence 
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number which is provided to the latest Data Packet that was 
normally received is stored in its current form. In the com 
munication link number, the communication link number of 
the received Data Packet is stored as it is. In the receive 
history, information indicating Data Packet normally 
received before the sequence number is stored. For example, 
if the receive history is represented by 32 bits when the 
sequence number is “50', each of 32 bits of the previous 
sequence numbers 49 and 18 is stored with “1” assigned 
when Data Packet was normally received, and “0” when 
otherwise. In the error detection, information for use in well 
known packet error detection is stored. 
The receiving station then transmits the above-described 

Ack Packet to the slave station 20 as the transmitting sta 
tion and the master station 10 in predetermined timing which 
will be described below. 

At scheduling, the master station 10 assigns, in advance, 
unused transmission band for Ack Packet transmission. 
Therefore, the receiving station can transmit the Ack 
Packet in a transmission timing of the assigned transmission 
band. 
On the other hand, when any transmission band cannot be 

assigned for Ack Packet transmission in the above 
described manner, the transmission band which is used for 
Data Packet transmission is also used for Ack Packet 
transmission. For example, when Data Packet is transmit 
ted from the transmitting station to the receiving station i 
times (ten times, for example), Ack Packet is transmitted 
from the receiving station to the transmitting station next one 
time. In this case, which station can use the transmission 
band is instructed with Map Packet from the master station 
10. Note that the number of times i may be set for each 
communication link (transmission band). Moreover, based 
on the communication quality of the wireless channel, the 
number of times i is dynamically changed so as to be 
decreased when more errors are observed, and increased 
when fewer errors are observed. 
(6) Operation of the Transmitting Station or the Master Sta 
tion 10 that Received Ack Packet 

The operation of the transmitting station or the master 
station 10 that received Ack Packet will now be described. 
When receiving Ack Packet, the slave station 20, as the 

transmitting Station, checks a sequence number R and 
receive history stored in Ack Packet. First, the transmitting 
station determines whether a difference between a sequence 
number R' that was previously received and the sequence 
number R which is currently received (R-R) exceeds the 
capacity of the receive history (the number of information 
stored in the receive history). If the difference exceeds the 
capacity of the receive history, the transmitting station sets 
the sequence number to be stored back to (R'+1) for Data 
Packet re-transmission. Such cases occur when an error in 
receiving Ack Packet Successively occurs at the transmit 
ting station, for example, meaning that a state of receiving 
Data Packet between the sequence numbers R and R at the 
receiving station is unknown. For this reason, the transmit 
ting station carries out re-transmission starting from Data 
Packet coming next to the already-received one with the 
sequence number R'. On the other hand, if the difference 
does not exceed the capacity of the receive history, the trans 
mitting station checks the receive history. Here, the Data 
Packet corresponding to the sequence number whose bit of 
the receive history indicates “0” means that the receiving 
station has not yet received this Data Packet. Therefore, the 
transmitting station first carries out re-transmission of 
Data Packet starting from the one with the oldest sequence 
number. Then, after all Data Packet which are required to 
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be re-transmitted have been completely re-transmitted, nor 
mal transmission starts again from Data Packet with the 
sequence number R before re-transmission. 
With the above-described process, when fewer receiving 

errors are found, only Data Packet with a discovered error 
is re-transmitted. When more receiving errors are found, that 
is, when the number of erroneous packets exceeds the capac 
ity of the receive history, re-transmission is started from the 
first erroneous Data Packet. Thus, an efficient error 
re-transmission control can be performed. 
On the other hand, when the master station 10 receives 

Ack Packet, the controller 12 of the master station 10 
checks the sequence number Rand the receive history stored 
in Ack Packet. The controller 12 then calculates the amount 
of data which is normally received by the receiving station 
with consideration of the variation in the data amount due to 
re-transmission, and gives the calculated data amount to the 
scheduler 15. The scheduler 15 updates the given data 
amount as the received data amount Vdr. Thus, a state of data 
receiving can be reflected on the next scheduling. 
As stated above, in the wireless communications system 

according to the embodiment of the present embodiment, the 
scheduling result of the scheduler 15, that is, the result of 
transmission band assignment, is regularly given to each 
slave station 20 by the master station 10 with the band 
assignment packet, and is also recognized by the master sta 
tion 10. Data transmission is carried out between stations 
with transmission band assigned thereto. Thus, any 
requested data of CBR, VBR, ABR, or UBR can be transmit 
ted between stations. 
The operations which are carried out by the master station 

10 and the slave station 20 are shown in FIGS. 15 to 18 when 
each becomes the transmitting station and the receiving sta 
tion. FIG. 15 is a flow chart showing the operation by the 
master station 10 as the transmitting station. FIG. 16 is a 
flow chart showing the operation by the master station 10 as 
the receiving station. FIG. 17 is a flow chart showing the 
operation by the slave station 20 as the transmitting station. 
FIG. 18 is a flow chart showing the operation by the slave 
station 20 as the receiving station. 

(Specific Examples of Data Communications) 
Next, the operation of the wireless communications sys 

tem according to the above-described embodiment of the 
present invention is specifically described exemplarily using 
a specific structure and data. 

In a first example, as shown in FIG. 19, the master station 
10, a slave station 21 to which a Set-Top Box (STB) 31 is 
connected, and a slave station 22 to which a digital television 
32 is connected form the system, wherein image data is 
transmitted from the STB 31 to the digital television 32. 
Assume that the interface of the slave station 21 is an IEEE 
1394 interface, and that the slave station 21 is a cycle master 
having a timing control function of the IEEE 1394. Also 
assume that the slave station 21 generates timing at IEEE 
1394 side based on a time counter of its own for transmitting 
a cycle start packet (transmitted in a cycle of 125 us). 
When the slave station 21 is provided with data 100 by the 

STB 31, the controller of the slave station 21 determines 
whether a new communication link is required. If a new 
communication link is required, the slave station 21 calcu 
lates communication parameters which are required for the 
communication link. The communication parameters are 
determined by inquiring of the STB 31 and a resource man 
ager (not shown) whether the data 100 is isochronous data or 
asynchronous data. 

For example, if the data 100 is asynchronous control data, 
its transmission speed and data period are both variable. 
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Therefore, the data type of the data is determined to be UBR. 
If the data 100 is isochronous video data, the transmission 
speed and data period are calculated by accessing the 
resource manager of the IEEE 1394 network and the STB31 
for determining all of the communication parameters. If the 
transmission speed and data period are both constant, for 
example, 6 Mbps and 33 ms, respectively, the communica 
tion type of the data is determined to be CBR. Similarly, if 
the transmission speed is variable but the data period is 
constant, 50 ms, for example, the communication type of the 
data is determined to be VBR. Also, if the average transmis 
sion speed is 2 Mps but the data period is variable, the com 
munication type of the data is determined to be ABR. 

In this example, image data is sent from the STB31 to the 
digital television 32. Therefore, communication is made 
from the slave station 21 to the slave station 22. Thus, the 
slave station 21 generates Request Packet 101 in which the 
address of the slave station 21 is stored as the sender address, 
the address of the slave station 22 is stored as the destination 
address, and the parameters which are determined in the 
above-described manner are stored in the communication 
parameter. The slave station 21 then transmits the generated 
Request Packet 101 to the master station 10 in the transmis 
sion timing of one unused transmission band based on 
Map Packet 102 which is provided by the master station 
10. Upon receiving Request Packet 101, the master station 
10 carries out scheduling for setting a new communication 
link, and then transmits Map Packet 103 so as to give infor 
mation about assigned transmission bands to the slave sta 
tion 21. The slave station 21 receives Map Packet 103 from 
the master station 10, generates Data Packet 104 based on 
the specified transmission timing and transmission amount, 
and then transmits the generated Data Packet 104 to the 
slave station 22. 
Upon receiving Data Packet 104 from the slave station 

21, the slave station 22 carries out an error check of Data 
Packet 104 and also manages the transmission sequence 
number and packet division information. Here, if the image 
data is divided into a plurality of Data Packet, the slave 
station 22 buffers them so as to reconstruct the image data 
based on the packet division information. This reconstruc 
tion is performed as follows. First, data of the same packet 
number is collected so as to construct the original databased 
on the division number and data length. Then, if the number 
of segment packets becomes equal to the number of 
divisions, data reconstruction is completed. The slave station 
22 then outputs image data 107 which is reconstructed in the 
above-described manner to the digital television 32. 
On the other hand, when receiving Map Packet 105 from 

the master station 10 and detecting that one transmission 
band has been assigned for Ack Packet transmission, the 
slave station 22 transmits Ack Packet 106 to the slave sta 
tion 21 and the master station 10. 

Next, when receiving Ack Packet 106 from the slave sta 
tion 22, the slave station 21 checks the receive sequence 
number and receive history included in Ack Packet 106 
and, if required, re-transmits the relevant Data Packet. 
Also, when receiving Ack Packet 106 from the slave station 
22, the master station 10 checks the receive sequence num 
ber and receive history included in Ack Packet 106, and 
reflects the check results on the next scheduling. 
By repeatedly carrying out the above-described process, 

image data can be transmitted between the slave stations 21 
and 22. 

In a second example, as shown in FIG. 20, a master station 
10 is connected to a backbone network 40 in a household, 
and a slave station 23 to which a personal computer (PC) 33 
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is connected form a system, wherein an Internet protocol 
(IP) data is transmitted from the PC 33 to the backbone 
network 40. 

First, a flow of IP data will be described. If the MAC 
address (the address of an Ethernet interface) of a receiving 
device is not known, a transmitting device has to obtain the 
MAC address by using an address request protocol (ARP). A 
request packet for ARP (hereinafter, ARP request packet) 
includes the IP address and MAC address of the transmitting 
device and the IP address of the receiving device. The trans 
mitting device transmits the ARP request packet to a broad 
cast address indicating the addresses of all of the devices. 
Upon receiving the ARP request packet, each receiving 
device gives its own MAC address to the transmitting device 
by using an ARP reply packet. Thereafter, the transmitting 
device specifies one receiving device by using a set of the 
obtained MAC address and the IP address, and transmits an 
IP data packet to the receiving device. 
To send the IP data to the receiving device over the back 

bone network 40, the PC 33 first outputs an ARP request 
packet 200 to the slave station 23. Upon receiving the ARP 
request packet 200 from the PC 33, the slave station 23 
determines whether a new communication link is required. If 
a new communication link is required, the slave station 23 
calculates communication parameters which are required for 
the new communication link for generating Request Packet 
201 in which UBR is set as the communication type because 
the ARP is used, the slave station 23 is set as the sender 
address, and the broadcast address is set as the destination 
address. If the ARP is not used and the IP data is of IP 
version 4 (IPv4), the communication type is set as UBR. If 
the IP data is of IP version 6 (IPv6), the communication 
type, the transmission speed, and the data period are set 
according to the analysis results of the IP header and a real 
time protocol (RTP). Alternatively, the slave station 23 
inquires of an application of the PC 33, and therefore, the 
communication parameter is determined. 
The slave station 23 then transmits the generated 

Request Packet 201 to the master station 10 in the transmis 
sion timing of one unused transmission band based on 
Map Packet 202 which is provided by the master station 
10. Upon receiving Request Packet 201, the master station 
10 carries out Scheduling so as to set the requested commu 
nication link, and transmits Map Packet 203 so as to give 
information about assigned transmission bands to the slave 
station 23. Upon receiving Map Packet 203 from the mas 
ter station 10, the slave station 23 generates Data Packet 
204 including an ARP request packet 205 in accordance with 
the specified transmission timing and transmission amount, 
and transmits the generated Data Packet 204 having a 
broadcast address to the master station 10. 
Upon receiving Data Packet 204 from the slave station 

23, the master station 10 carries out an error check on Data 
Packet 204, and also takes out the ARP request packet 205 
for output to the backbone network 40. The master station 10 
also passes the data to an upper-layer protocol. In the upper 
layer protocol, a relation table is made so as to relate the 
sender address and IP address together. 
When the receiving device over the backbone network 40 

returns an ARP reply packet 206, the master station 10 
passes the data to the upper-layer protocol. If, in the upper 
layer protocol, the destination address (in this case, the slave 
station 23) is found by searching the relation table in the 
upper-layer protocol with the IP address as an argument, the 
master station 10 carries out scheduling so as to set a new 
communication link with the master station 10 as the sender 
address, the slave station 23 as the destination address, and 
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UBR as the communication type. The master station 10 then 
transmits Map Packet 207 to give information about 
assigned transmission bands to the slave station 23, and also 
transmits Data Packet 208 including an ARP reply packet 
209 to the slave Station 23. 
Upon receiving Data Packet 208 from the master station 

10, the slave station 23 takes out an ARP reply packet 209 
for output to the PC 33. The slave station 23 also passes the 
data to the upper-layer protocol, wherein a relation table is 
made to relate the sender address and IP address together. 
The PC 33 obtains the MAC address by receiving the ARP 

replay packet 209, and generates an IP data packet 210 for 
output to the slave station 23. 
Upon On receiving the IP data packet 210 from the PC33, 

the slave station 23 passes the data to the upper-layer proto 
col. If, in the upper-layer protocol, the destination address 
(in this case, the master station 10) is found by searching the 
relation table with the IP address as an argument, the slave 
station 23 then determines whether a new communication 
link is required. In this case, it is determined that a new 
communication link is required. Therefore, the slave station 
23 calculates communication parameters which are required 
for the new communication link, and generates Request 
Packet 211 wherein UBR is set as the communication type 
because the IP data is of IPv4, the slave station 23 is set as 
the sender address, and the master station 10 is set as the 
destination address. The slave station 23 then transmits the 
generated Request Packet 211 in the transmission timing of 
one unused transmission band based on Map Packet 212 
which is provided by the master station 10. At this time, if 
the transmission band has been already assigned for the 
communication link by Request Packet 201, the slave sta 
tion 23 may transmit Request Packet 211 by using this 
assigned transmission band. 
Upon receiving Request Packet 211, the master station 

10 carries out Scheduling so as to set the requested new 
communication link, and transmits Map Packet 213 So as to 
give information about assigned transmission bands to the 
slave station 23. Upon receiving Map Packet 213 from the 
master station 10, the slave station 23 generates Data 
Packet 214 including an IP data packet 215 in accordance 
with the specified transmission timing and transmission 
amount for output to the master station 10. At this time, if 
Map Packet 213 includes an assigned transmission band 
for any other communication link of the slave station 23 
without transmission data, the slave station 23 may transmit 
Data Packet 214 by using this transmission band. 
Upon receiving Data Packet 214 from the slave station 

23, the master station 10 takes out an IP data packet 215 for 
output to the backbone network 40. At the same time, the 
master station 10 calculates the amount of data which is 
correctly received in consideration of variations in amount 
of data due to re-transmission, and carries out Scheduling by 
taking the calculated data amount as the received data 
amount Vdr (updating of scheduling). Thus, the state of data 
receiving is reflected on the next scheduling. Also, when 
detecting that one transmission band is assigned for Ack 
Packet transmission as a result of Scheduling, the master 
station 10 transmits Ack Packet 216 to the slave station 23. 
Upon receiving Ack Packet 216 from the master station 

10, the slave station 23 then checks the receive sequence 
number and receive history included in Ack Packet 216 so 
as to determine whether Data Packet has to be 
re-transmitted. 
By repeatedly carrying out the above-described process, 

IP data can be transmitted between the slave station 23 and 
the master station 10. 
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While the present invention has been described in detail, 

the foregoing description is in all aspects illustrative and not 
restrictive. It is to be understood that numerous other modi 
fications and variations can be devised without departing 
from the scope of the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A wireless communication system comprising: 
a master station, which is a wireless access unit for man 

aging access to a wireless network; and 
at least one slave station, which is one or more other wire 

less access units: 
wherein said master station and said at least one slave 

station are on the wireless network in which data is at 
least one of transmitted between said master station and 
said at least one slave station, and transmitted between 
said at least one slave station and another slave station 
by using at least one of 
a constant bit rate communication type which is con 

stant in transmission speed and data period; 
a variable bit rate communication type which is vari 

able in transmission speed and constant in data 
period; 

an available bit rate communication type which is con 
stant in transmission speed and variable in data 
period; and 

an unspecified bit rate communication type which is 
variable in transmission speed and data period; 

wherein said master station comprises: 
a scheduler for performing scheduling by regularly 

determining a transmission band assignment includ 
ing information regarding a transmission timing of 
the data, a transmission amount, and whether said 
master station or any one of said at least one slave 
station is allowed to access said wireless access sys 
tem; and 

means for providing said scheduler with communica 
tion parameters for the data transmission which are 
needed by each of the communication types in order 
to make a request for setting a communication link 
for data transmission, the communication parameters 
including at least one of a part and an entire transmis 
sion amount, transmission speed, data period and 
priority; 

wherein said at least one slave station comprises means 
for providing said scheduler with a communication 
parameter for the data transmission which are needed 
by each of the communication types by transmitting 
communication parameters for the data transmission to 
said master station by using a request packet in order to 
make the request for setting the communication link for 
data transmission, the communication parameters 
including at least one of a part and an entire transmis 
sion amount, transmission speed, data period and prior 
ity; 

wherein said master station comprises means for giving 
the transmission band assignment packet scheduled by 
said scheduler to said at least one slave station by using 
aband assignment packet and recognizing the transmis 
sion band assignment; 

wherein said master Station comprises means for 
transmitting, to said at least one slave station, the band 
assignment packet with a transmission time stamp 
value indicating a transmission time added thereto; 

wherein said at least one slave station comprises means 
for synchronizing a time counter of said at least one 
slave station with a time counter of said master station 
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by using the transmission time stamp value transmitted 
from said master station; 

wherein a transmitting station and a receiving station 
between which the communication link is set by the 
transmission band assignment carry out bi-directional 
data transmission according to the transmission band 
assignment; and 

wherein said transmitting station is at least one of said 
master station and said at least one slave station which 
sends the data, and said receiving station is at least one 
of said master station and said at least one slave station 
which receives the data. 

2. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 1, wherein 

the communication type indicated by the communication 
parameter is the unspecified bit rate communication 
type, and 

said scheduler comprises means for carrying out the trans 
mission band assignment according to at least one of an 
order in which the communication link has been set and 
a priority order of the priority parameter included in the 
communication parameter 

3. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 1, wherein said scheduler comprises means for delet 
ing the setting of the communication link when said Sched 
uler detects that the transmission band of the set communi 
cation link is not used. 

4. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 1, wherein 

said master station comprises means for giving, to said at 
least one slave station, the band assignment packet with 
a probability parameter for access control of the request 
packet added thereto, and 

said at least one slave station comprises means for trans 
mitting the request packet only when the given prob 
ability parameter exceeds a random number generated 
within a range of values which the probability param 
eter can take. 

5. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 1, wherein said transmitting station comprises means 
for dividing the data into a specified length for generating 
data packets for transmission when said Scheduler schedules 
the transmission band assignment for data transmission. 

6. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 1. A wireless communication system comprising: 

a master station, which is a wireless access unit for man 
aging access to a wireless network, and 

at least one slave station, which is one or more other 
wireless access units, 

wherein said master station and said at least one slave 
station are on the wireless network in which data is at 
least one of transmitted between said master station 
and said at least one slave station, and transmitted 
between said at least one slave station and another 
slave station by using at least one of 
a constant bit rate communication type which is con 

stant in transmission speed and data period 
a variable bit rate communication type which is vari 

able in transmission speed and constant in data 
period 

an available bit rate communication type which is con 
stant in transmission speed and variable in data 
period and 

an unspecified bit rate communication type which is 
variable in transmission speed and data period 
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wherein said master station comprises. 

a scheduler for performing scheduling by regularly 
determining a transmission band assignment includ 
ing information regarding a transmission timing of 
the data, a transmission amount, and whether said 
master station or any one of said at least one slave 
station is allowed to access said wireless access sys 
tem, and 

means for providing said scheduler with communica 
tion parameters for the data transmission which are 
needed by each of the communication types in Order 
to make a request for setting a communication link 
for data transmission, the communication param 
eters including at least one of a part and an entire 
transmission amount, transmission speed, data 
period and priority, 

wherein said at least one slave station comprises means 
for providing said scheduler with a communication 
parameter for the data transmission which are needed 
by each of the communication types by transmitting 
communication parameters for the data transmission to 
said master station by using a request packet in Order to 
make the request for setting the communication link for 
data transmission, the communication parameters 
including at least one of a part and an entire transmis 
Sion amount, transmission speed, data period and pri 
ority, 

wherein said master station comprises means for giving 
the transmission band assignment scheduled by said 
scheduler to said at least One slave station by using a 
band assignment packet and recognizing the transmis 
Sion band assignment, 

wherein said master station comprises means for 
transmitting, to said at least One slave station, the band 
assignment packet with a transmission time stamp 
value indicating a transmission time added thereto, 

wherein said at least one slave station comprises means 
for synchronizing a time counter of said at least one 
slave station with a time counter of said master station 
by using the transmission time stamp value transmitted 
from said master station, 

wherein a transmitting station and a receiving station 
between which the communication link is set by the 
transmission band assignment carry out bi-directional 
data transmission according to the transmission band 
assignment, 

wherein said transmitting station is at least one of said 
master station and said at least one slave station which 
sends the data, and said receiving station is at least one 
of said master station and said at least one slave station 
which receives the data, and 

wherein when a plurality of communication links are set 
to said transmitting station and there is no data packet 
to be transmitted to a specific communication link, said 
transmitting station comprises means for transmitting a 
data packet to be transmitted to another communication 
link by using a transmission band assigned to the spe 
cific communication link. 

7. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 1, wherein 

said at least one slave station comprises means for 
transmitting, to said master station, the request packet 
with a transmission stamp value indicating a transmis 
sion time added thereto, 

said master station comprises means for calculating a 
space propagation delay time from a difference 
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between a receive time and the transmission time stamp 
value when receiving the request packet with the trans 
mission time stamp value added thereto, and for giving, 
to said at least one slave station, the band assignment 
packet indicating an adjusted value according to the 
space propagation delay time, and 

said at least one slave station comprises means for correct 
ing transmission timings of the request packet and the 
data packet according to the given adjusted value. 

8. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 1, wherein said receiving station which is indicated by 
a destination of the band assignment packet comprises 

means for, when receiving the band assignment correctly, 
carrying out intermittent receiving in timing when the 
data packet transmitted from said transmitting station 
and the band assignment packet which is transmitted 
next from said master station are received, and 

means for, when not receiving the band assignment 
correctly, carrying out intermittent receiving only after 
receiving the band assignment which is transmitted 
next correctly. 

9. A wireless communication system comprising: 
a master station, which is a wireless access unit for man 

aging access to a wireless network; and 
at least one slave station, which is one or more other wire 

less access units; 
wherein said master station and said at least one slave 

station are on the wireless network in which data is at 
least one of transmitted between said master station and 
said at least one slave station, and transmitted between 
said at least one slave station and another slave station 
by using at least one of 
a constant bit rate communication type which is con 

stant in transmission speed and data period; 
a variable bit rate communication type which is vari 

able in transmission speed and constant in data 
period; 

an available bit rate communication type which is con 
stant in transmission speed and variable in data 
period; and 

an unspecified bit rate communication type which is 
variable in transmission speed and data period; 

wherein said master station comprises a scheduler oper 
able to perform scheduling by regularly determining a 
transmission band assignment including information 
regarding a transmission timing of the data, a transmis 
sion amount, and whether said master station or any 
one of said at least one slave station is allowed to access 
said wireless access system, said Scheduler being pro 
vided with communication parameters for the data 
transmission which are needed by each of the commu 
nication types in order to make a request for setting a 
communication link for data transmission, the commu 
nication parameters including at least one of a part and 
an entire transmission amount, transmission speed, data 
period and priority; 

wherein said at least one slave station is operable to pro 
vide said Scheduler with a communication parameter 
for the data transmission which are needed by each of 
the communication types by transmitting communica 
tion parameters for the data transmission to said master 
station by using a request packet in order to make the 
request for setting the communication link for data 
transmission, the communication parameters including 
at least one of a part and an entire transmission amount, 
transmission speed, data period and priority; 
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wherein said master station is operable to give the trans 

mission band assignment scheduled by said scheduler 
to said at least one slave station by using a band assign 
ment packet and recognizing the transmission band 
assignment packet; 

wherein said master station is operable to transmit, to said 
at least one slave station, the band assignment packet 
with a transmission time stamp value indicating a trans 
mission time added thereto; 

wherein said at least one slave station is operable to Syn 
chronize a time counter of said at least one slave station 
with a time counter of said master station by using the 
transmission time stamp value transmitted from said 
master station; 

wherein a transmitting station and a receiving station 
between which the communication link is set by the 
transmission band assignment are operable to carry out 
bi-directional data transmission according to the trans 
mission band assignment; 

wherein said transmitting station is at least one of said 
master station and said at least one slave station which 
sends the data, and said receiving station is at least one 
of said master station and said at least one slave station 
which receives the data. 

10. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 9, wherein 

the communication type indicated by the communication 
parameter is the unspecified bit rate communication 
type, and 

said scheduler is operable to schedule the transmission 
band assignment according to at least one of an order in 
which the communication link has been set and a prior 
ity order of the priority parameter included in the com 
munication parameter 

11. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 9, wherein said scheduler is operable to delete the 
setting of the communication link when said scheduler 
detects that the transmission band of the set communication 
link is not used. 

12. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 9, wherein 

said master station is operable to give, to said at least one 
slave station, the band assignment packet with a prob 
ability parameter for access control of the request 
packet added thereto, and 

said at least one slave station is operable to transmit the 
request packet only when the given probability param 
eter exceeds a random number generated within a range 
of values which the probability parameter can take. 

13. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 9, wherein said transmitting station is operable to 
divide the data into a specified length for generating data 
packets for transmission when said scheduler schedules the 
transmission band assignment for data transmission. 

14. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 9. A wireless communication system comprising: 

a master station, which is a wireless access unit for man 
aging access to a wireless network, and 

at least one slave station, which is one or more other 
wireless access units, 

wherein said master station and said at least one slave 
station are on the wireless network in which data is at 
least one of transmitted between said master station 
and said at least one slave station, and transmitted 
between said at least one slave station and another 
slave station by using at least one of 
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a constant bit rate communication type which is con 
stant in transmission speed and data period 

a variable bit rate communication type which is vari 
able in transmission speed and constant in data 

the request for setting the communication link for data 
transmission, the communication parameters including 

28 
wherein a transmitting station and a receiving station 

between which the communication link is set by the 
transmission band assignment are operable to carry 
out bi-directional data transmission according to the 

period; 5 transmission band assignment, 
C available bit rate communication type which is COF- wherein said transmitting station is at least one of said 

stant in transmission speed and variable in data d said at least one slave station which period and ind Ster Station an sal C 
an unspecified bit rate communication type which is sends the data, and said receiving station is at least one 

variable in transmission speed and data period of said master station and said at least one slave station 
10 which receives the data, and wherein said master station comprises a scheduler oper 

able to perform scheduling by regularly determining a wherein when a plurality of communication links are set 
transmission band assignment including information to said transmitting station and there is no data packet 
regarding a transmission timing of the data, a transmis- to be transmitted to a specific communication link, said 
Sion amount, and whether said master station or any transmitting station is operable to transmit a data packet 
One of said at least one slave station is allowed to 15 to be transmitted to another communication link by 
access said wireless access system, said scheduler using a transmission band assigned to the specific com 
being provided with communication parameters for the munication link. 
data transmission which are needed by each of the com- (15. The wireless communication system according to 
munication types in Order to make a request for setting 2O claim 9, wherein 
a communication link for data transmission, the com- said at least one slave station is operable to transmit, to 
munication parameters including at least one of a part said master station, the request packet with a transmis 
and an entire transmission amount, transmission speed, sion stamp value indicating a transmission time added 
data period and priority, thereto, 

wherein said at least One slave station is operable to pro- 25 said master station is operable to calculate a space propa 
vide said scheduler with a communication parameter gation delay time from a difference between a receive 
for the data transmission which are needed by each of time and the transmission time stamp value when 
the communication types by transmitting communica- receiving the request packet with the transmission time 
tion parameters for the data transmission to said mas- stamp value added thereto, and to give, to said at least 
ter station by using a request packet in order to make one slave station, the band assignment packet indicat 

ing an adjusted value according to the space propaga 
tion delay time, and 

at least one of a part and an entire transmission 
amount, transmission speed, data period and priority, 

said at least one slave station is operable to correct trans 
mission timings of the request packet and the data 
packet according to the given adjusted value. 

16. The wireless communication system according to 
claim 9, wherein said receiving station which is indicated by 
a destination of the band assignment packet is operable to 
when receiving the band assignment correctly, carry out 

intermittent receiving in timing when the data packet 

wherein said master station is operable to give the trans- is 
mission band assignment scheduled by said scheduler 
to said at least one slave station by using a band 
assignment packet and recognizing the transmission 
band assignment, 

wherein said master station is operable to transmit, to 40 
said at least one slave station, the band assignment 
packet with a transmission time stamp value indicating 
a transmission time added thereto, 

wherein said at least one slave station is operable to syn 
chronize a time counter of said at least one slave station 
with a time counter of said master station by using the 
transmission time stamp value transmitted from said 
master Station, 

45 

transmitted from said transmitting station and the band 
assignment packet which is transmitted next from said 
master station are received, and 

when not receiving the band assignment correctly, carry 
out intermittent receiving only after receiving the band 
assignment which is transmitted next correctly. 


